Senior Class Officers

GREGORY SZPAICHLER
President
SENTINEL Co-Editor

CHERYL FOUCHER
Vice-President

THERESA SALAZAR
Recording Secretary

FREDERICK JAKUBUS
Corresponding Secretary

JANICE PHILLIPS
Treasurer

Senior Advisory Board

LINDA ANOLICK

NOREEN MADIGAN

STEPHEN MALINOWSKI

NANCY KIELISZEWSKI

GERALD SCHAGER

MARTIN SHEEDY

JOHN GREGORY

SHEILA BURNS

Kathleen Schema, 202
(not pictured)

KENNETH HEBERT
Student Council Officers

MARY ABELLA
Vice-President

STEVEN BANKO
President

PATRICIA TURNER
Secretary

Representatives

SUSAN KING
203

CAROL DENNIS
203

BRIAN FORINTOS
202

ELIZABETH SZCZYGIELSKI
203

JANET UPTON
202

TERESA GALLAGHER
201

CHRISTOPHER BICKES
102

TERESA ZALIAGIRIS
204

Sentinel Staff

MARGARET MALONE
Co-Editor

ELIZABETH MAHON
Business Manager

KATHLEEN WARONEK
Lay-Out Editor
Easy come, easy go, thru summer, thru snow,

class flower:

Yellow Rose

class patron:

Mr. Al McNeely

class colors:

Pine Green and
Pale Yellow
Up and down, all around this universe I go;

class motto:

No Love without Sacrifice
No Friendship without Pain

class song:

Let There Be Peace

class mascot:

Curtis
I’ll walk upon your waters,
Move mountains from your path,

PAUL DOSSAI
THOMAS DROTAR
DANIEL DUNN
THOMAS EMIG

JAMES ECKMAN
PATRICIA EGAN
MARIAM FARHAT

VIVIAN FENECH
DAVID FERENCE
JOHN FITZPATRICK
PAUL FRISON

MARY ANN GABRYSH
FRANCES GALEA
MARY SUSAN GALLAGHER
With a smile for my companion,

To '68 from '69

Dear Seniors,
None of the long orations, soliloquies, sermons, discourses, or eulogies.
Just a note to the Class of '68 which we really think is great:
HAPPINESS was the ring ceremony and the Junior-Senior Banquet.
MISERY was losing the Junior-Senior basketball game.
HAPPINESS was our basketball season.
MISERY was its end.
HAPPINESS was having you as good competition during the drives.
MISERY was losing a few times.
HAPPINESS was looking to the Rainbow...Finlan's Rainbow.
MISERY was the Rainbow's end.
HAPPINESS was knowing '68.
MISERY is losing our Seniors.
I’ll teach you how to laugh;

To ‘68 from ‘70

When the Senior Class is mentioned, a few certain names automatically come to mind. These names are commonly heard everyday in connection with school activities and sports. They are the leaders and they deserve the praise.

The followers, however, rarely receive any recognition. We want to congratulate them for their four years of faithful support. They are the unsung heroes of the Senior Class; the ones who never miss a basketball game, but are not on the team, and those who are not elected as a rep, but are in numerous clubs.

Good leaders plus good followers equal a unified class with a tremendous spirit. We have seen it in the vegetable and SENTINEL drives in which they placed first.

This class spirit is the result of individuals with different ideas.

So now society will receive various contributions from the graduating class—lawyers, doctors, executives, teachers, secretaries, and others. Each will fill an important place in a puzzling world and will help to discover some of the missing pieces.

The Class of ’68 will leave its mark on society as deep as the mark it leaves on Redeemer. They accepted the challenge to be the “best.” We will always have the very best memories of this senior class and we wish them the best of luck.
I ripped off my mask, I kicked down my walls,

To '68 from '71

In spite of the usual jokes and pranks by the seniors, (swimming pool passes, cafeteria permits, etc.), the Class of '71 has come to respect and admire the unity and spirit shown by the Class of '68.

Since the first day we walked into Redeemer, we have respected the Seniors for what they stand for: school spirit, class unity, leadership, and eagerness to help our school and others. These virtues have been the tradition of past senior classes, but we feel the Class of '68 outshines them all.

Throughout the year the Seniors have given us a great example to follow during our future years at Redeemer.

They serve as a model for us, showing their consideration for even the underclassmen. Even though we sometimes feel that they take advantage of us, we know that they do it only in fun.

Throughout the year they've pushed the Freshmen to help achieve our goals. But they've also given us a helpful hand when needed. We wish to thank them for being them, and wish them all the luck in the future.
Strapped up my boots to answer His call;

To '69, '70, & '71
It's hard to say good-bye. There's so many little things...

Curtis, color days, collection drives, library, locker room, Left Winger, Lion in the gym, parking lot, playing basketball, pop machine, fountains that won't turn on, fountains that won't turn off, Blazo's, Blue Room, Mr. Howard's "Den," PA announcements, "smoking lounge," screeching tires, Spring shows, dances, Duly's, "Downeyism," Myron Fritts trophy, purple, gold, spirit, making signs, winning that special game, cheering, crying, waiting for the team, "We're Number One"...

All these have been ours. Now we leave them to you. Take care of them.

FRANCIS LUBERTI
JOHN MAAS
CHRISTINE MCGUIRE
ESTHER MAGANA
KARL MALASHANKO
DARYL MALEK
TERRENCE MALLOY
TERESE MAGYAR

THOMAS MCKAY
PAUL MEGYESI
JOANNE MELCHER
PATRICK MURPHY
I am just here on a visit,
I may not be back your way,

SANDRA POMICTER
CHRISTINE REC
PATRICIA PRZYBYLA
CATHERINE REED

LINDA RYKWALDER
JESSICA RODRIGUEZ
DOLORES SAEZ

JOHN SHERWIN
CATHERINE SEAL
EDWIN SCHAAR SCHMIDT
MARIA SALINAS

CORINNE SCHWOCHO
CHRISTINE SCAGNETTI
LAURA SCHELL
'Cause when my journey's over,
I'm going HOME to stay!

JOSEPHINE VALENCIA
ROBERT VOGLER
JOSEPH VELLA
JACK WALSH

DENNIS WASIK
DOROTHY WASIELEWSKI
NANCY WELCH

YVONNE YANES
STEVEN WOZNIAK
ANNE-MARIE WILSON
JANET WISSER

Not Pictured
Mary Ambrozaitis    Timothy Muldoon
Steven Ariganello    Robert Norris
John Bentz           Leo Papa
Mark Johnson         Stephen Rayba
Gregory Schwartz

GREGORY ZAK
DARLENE ZIOLEWSKI